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This paper presents a new, efficient hybrid photonic-plasmonic structure. The proposed structure
efficiently and with very high accuracy combines the resonant mode of a low-mode-volume photonic-crystal
nanocavity with a bowtie nanoantenna’s plasmonic resonance. The resulting enormous enhancement of light
intensity of about 1.1 × 107 in the gap region of the bowtie nanoantenna, due to the effective opticalresonance combination, is realized by subtle optimization of the nanocavity’s optical characteristics. This
coupled structure holds great promise for many applications relying on strong confinement and enhancement
of optical field in nanoscale volumes, including antennas (communication and information), optical trapping
and manipulation, sensors, data storage, nonlinear optics, and lasers.
Keywords : Photonic crystal (PC), Nanocavity, Low mode volume, Bowtie nanoantenna (BA), Coupling
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I. INTRODUCTION
In recent decades, Theoretical and practical studies
indicate that light field can be concentrated without being
subject to the diffraction limit, by employing subwavelength
metallic objects. This interesting field typically introduces
hybrid architectures of plasmonic-photonic crystal, which
combine the light-concentrating and -manipulating features
of a dielectric photonic-crystal (PC) cavity with the strong
light-confining and significant optical-field-enhancing properties of an optical nanoantenna [1-3]. Such hybrid structures
enable the design of optical devices directly appropriate for
various domains and fields that rely on strong concentration
and enhancement of light in subwavelength spaces, such as
antennas, information and communication technologies,
optical trapping, nonlinear optics, and lasers [4-8].
Regarding the capability of exploiting and developing
the strongly improved optical energy of the light confined
within the tiny gap between two coupled metal nanoparticles,
nanoantennas have attracted much research attention in

recent years [9-18]. On the other hand, PC nanocavities,
due to their attractive aptitude to harvest the light field
that is concentrated in spaces of nanometer dimensions, are
considered as an acceptable and suitable pattern for
ultraintegrated architectures and devices. Over the past 10
years, several research works have been performed with
the aim of increasing the quality factors of PC cavities,
while decreasing the mode volume to improve the Q/V
figure of merit, to enhance light-matter interaction. In this
regard, the most effort and competition has been allocated
to reducing the mode volume [19-26].
In this work, we study the coupling between an ultralowmode-volume PC nanocavity and a bowtie nanoantenna.
The design of the dielectric cavity is conducted to improve
the coupling efficiency between nanoantenna and PC. For
this purpose, with optimization of the PC’s optical properties
in the presence of the nanoantenna, we realize an efficient
and constructive coupling between the nanoantenna and the
ultrasmall-mode-volume photonic-crystal nanocavity that is
obvious in the high intensity of light realized in the gap
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space of the antenna. In addition, by directly positioning
the antenna on the cavity, we avoid the difficulty of
removing the antenna from the PC substrate, which has
been proposed in references [1-3] and [8], to improve the
coupling capability in the hybrid structures by varying the
distance between antenna and cavity, to find the optimal
distance at which the field intensity of light is high in the
gap region of the nanoantenna.

II. DESIGN OF LOW-MODE-VOLUME
PHOTONIC-CRYSTAL CAVITY
One of the main substructures of the hybrid structure,
the photonic-crystal nanocavity, consists of two sections of
hexagonal-lattice PC as cladding and core areas, illustrated
in Fig. 1(a). Both sections are two-dimensional triangular
arrays of air holes drilled through a silicon membrane of
thickness 220 nm, with different hole radii and lattice
constants to spatially trap the optical energy of light. A
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) tool based on the
particle swarm optimization algorithm leads to the choice
of the following geometries for the PC cavity, so that its
resonant properties will not be affected in the presence of
the bowtie antenna (BA), for efficient coupling between
PC and BA in spite of having a small resonant mode
volume, calculated as Vpc = 0.0014 (λ/n)3. The optimal
structural parameters of the nanocavity are as follows: for
the claddingsection, lattice constant (the distance between
the centers of any two neighboring holes) a = 410 nm and

air-hole radius R = 144 nm, and for the core of the cavity,
a = 423 nm and R = 105 nm.
The nanocavity is excited by an electric dipole located
within the structure, polarized along the x-direction. The
structure is designed to attain the fundamental mode, resonant
at λ = 1435 nm. The optical properties and responses of the
nanocavity, simulated with a 3D-FDTD method exploiting
perfectly matched layer boundary conditions, also show that
the considered structure has a resonant fundamental mode
at λ = 1435 nm. The obtained wavelength of resonance
belongs to the international E-band frequency range, extending
from 1360 nm to 1460 nm. Systems operating at E-band
frequencies have a unique characteristic not experienced by
conventional lower-frequency devices: The high operational
frequencies of an E-band system make an antenna highly
directional. Furthermore, the optical field of nanoantennas
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FIG. 1. (a) Three-dimensional view of the PC cavity (core
area of PC nanocavity in dark gray, cladding in light gray), (b)
band structure of the PC structure.

FIG. 2. (a) The spectrum of the PC nanocavity, (b) corresponding x-component of the electric-field intensity at the
resonant wavelength, (c) corresponding y-component of the
electric-field intensity at the resonant wavelength.
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is improved more in this wide frequency band. The measured
quality factor of the cavity at the wavelength of resonance
is Q = 4000, corresponding to a relatively strong resonance.
Figure 1(b) presents the frequency-band diagram of the PC
structure, calculated utilizing the FDTD method. The vertical
axis is normalized frequency (ωa/2πc), and the curves in
the graph represent the permitted propagation modes.
According to this dispersion diagram, the normalized
frequency of 0.29 relative to the frequency of the fundamental resonant mode of the nanocavity, 208.915 THz
(corresponding to λ = 1435 nm), is located within the TE
band gap (depicted as a red band).
The calculated intensity distributions of the different
components of the optical electric field, |Ex|2 and |Ey|2,
obtained exactly at the surface of the nanocavity, along
with the wavelength spectrum of the nanocavity, are
demonstrated in Fig. 2. Figure 2(a) proves that there is a
relatively sharp resonance at λ = 1.435 µm.

III. BOWTIE NANOANTENNA DESIGN
The other basic building block of the coupled structure,
the optical bowtie nanoantenna, comprises two sections of
opposing tip-to-tip gold triangles, separated by a tiny gap
of 25 nm. The structural parameters of the nanoantenna
are illustrated in Fig. 3(a).
The geometrical parameters of the antenna have been
methodically designed, to ensure acceptable wavelength
and spectral matching between the plasmonic resonant
mode of the antenna and the resonant mode of the PC
nanocavity. Figure 3(b) illustrates the wavelength spectrum
of the bowtie nanoantenna.
In fact, to achieve higher local field enhancement of the
optical antenna, a small gaps spacing is required. Reducing
the distance between the two opposing tips in a bowtie
antenna results in even higher light intensity confined
within its gap area. However, here the most important
issue is that any change in the structural parameters of the
antenna illustrated in Fig. 3(a) will result in a completely
different resonant wavelength for the antenna.
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IV. STUDY OF COUPLING IN THE
HYBRID STRUCTURE
A two-dimensional view of the coupled structure is
shown in Fig. 4(a).
In this work, utilizing a 3D-FDTD-based optimization
tool, the structural parameters and optical characteristics of
the PC nanocavity have been accurately optimized in the
presence of the nanoantenna to preserve the resonant
properties of the PC cavity and avoid destructive coupling
between antenna and cavity, to achieve an enhanced
coupling characterized by a huge light intensity in the gap
space of the nanoantenna. In particular, the meticulously
optimized structure of the PC cavity strongly improves the
optical-resonance combination. Furthermore, the resonant
frequency of the antenna coincides with the band gap of
the PC cavity, so that the stored light energy within the
cavity will excite the nanoantenna’s resonance. Regarding
the polarization sensitivity of the BA, the results of the
numerical calculations and simulations of Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)
lead us to accurately determine the optimal position for the
nanoantenna on top of the cavity. In fact, the coupling can
be more effective if the nanoantenna’s gap zone is
correctly placed where the electric field generated by the
PC cavity exhibits the proper polarization. In other words,
the antenna’s axis should be oriented along the efficient
component of the electric field of the optical energy
transferred to its gap from the cavity that is to be
resonantly induced. It can be seen from Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)
that the bowtie antenna must be located at the center of
the cavity’s surface, exactly where the cavity mode has
maximum intensity. In addition, the nanoantenna’s arms
must be oriented solely along the x-direction, and not the
transverse directions. As it is apparent from Figs. 2(b) and
2(c), in this case the x-component of the electromagnetic
field has the appropriate intensity and polarization to
resonantly excite the antenna. After directly depositing the
bowtie antenna at the correct location on the surface of the
nanocavity, to obtain forcible addressing of the antenna,
the entire structure is illuminated by the x-polarized electric
dipole located within the PC structure. The whole structure
is analyzed employing the 3D-FDTD-based method, to

(b)

FIG. 3. (a) Three-dimensional schematic of the bowtie nanoantenna, (b) spectral response of the bowtie nanoantenna.
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FIG. 4. (a) Two-dimensional view of the analyzed hybrid structure, (b) wavelength spectrum of the hybrid structure, (c) calculated
enhancement of the electric field intensity distribution |E|2 at the resonant wavelength, (d) calculated enhancement of the x-component
of the electric-field intensity distribution |Ex|2 at the resonant wavelength, (e) calculated y-component of the electric-field intensity
distribution |Ey|2 at the resonant wavelength.

simulate its optical and spectral responses. The resonant
wavelength of the coupled structure is identified as λ =
1450 nm. The observed wavelength shifting (redshift) with
respect to the resonant mode of the PC is naturally induced
by the coupling phenomenon.
As it is observed in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c), a considerably
large enhancement of light intensity, about 1.1 × 107,
normalized to the input source and measured 10 nm above
the structure, is achieved exactly in the gap area of the
BA. This outcome witnesses that the light traveling from
the nanocavity toward the nanoantenna has been strongly
and constructively coupled to the subwavelength gap of
the bowtie, without spoiling the resonant characteristics of
the PC substrate. In fact, the final results of the numerical
analysis clarify an improved coupling efficiency. This
consequence confirms a constructive near-field interaction
and optimal coupling between the PC cavity and the
antenna, improving the challenging mismatches between
light and objects of subwavelength dimensions.
Comparing this huge enhancement of optical field in
the gap of the antenna in the hybrid structure to the
enhancement in the bare antenna of Fig. 3(b) confirms that
the PC cavity provides appropriate density of light energy
in the vicinity of the BA to properly excite its resonance,
through improved light-matter interaction.
From Fig. 4(d), as can be predicted, the x-component of

the light field achieved by simulating the hybrid device is
predominantly larger than the other, perpendicular component.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a hybrid structure that couples an optimized
low-mode-volume photonic-crystal nanocavity to a bowtie
nanoantenna is proposed. This hybrid resonant architecture
benefits from 3D-FDTD-based optimization to optimize the
optical characteristics of the PC nanocavity in contact with
the antenna, to achieve strongly improved optical coupling
and therefore substantially enhanced energy of light in the
gap space of the nanoantenna.
The proposed system takes advantage of the tiny mode
volume of the PC structure to improve the light-matter
interaction, reducing the energy required for the system.
Moreover, the PC structure is created in a silicon membrane,
which makes it very suitable and straightforward for
fabrication. Furthermore, the presented structure eliminates
the need for desperate efforts in accuracy adjustment of
the nanoantenna’s position relative to the PC cavity, via
direct coupling of the antenna to the cavity. Additionally,
the architecture designed here provides the possibility of
realizing ultracompact optical structures.
The enormous strength of the light field at the output of
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the hybrid structure (10 nm above the structure, in the gap
zone of the nanoantenna), compared to the intensity achieved
by a PC structure without a bowtie antenna, can provide
an indispensable alternative to the common and recently
introduced coupled systems of references [1-3] and [8]. It
is suitable for diverse applications that directly depend on
light intensity and strong trapping of the optical field in
subwavelength spaces as well, including antennas, nonlinear
optics, data storage, high-sensitivity sensors, optical trapping
and development of nanometer size objects, and information
and communication.
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